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The recall's social media use
has resulted in success with
collecting signatures for the
recall petition. They recently
held a rally at Historic City Hall

A Social Media Storm
Recent political events in Brighton have been fervently discussed on social media channels, resulting in
momentum for a recall against the mayor
By Liam Adams
Wednesday, July 31, 2019 at 9:39 am (Updated: August 7, 10:38 am)

Instead of the common bartering of household appliances or reporting missing pets, a local movement has been using Facebook and
Nextdoor pages to promote its political agenda.

Residents are using the platforms to push a narrative that council is covering up excess cash in the
city’s utilities funds. This online message has become so ubiquitous that it can be credited with a
successful petition drive. 

Organizers say they have collected the minimum number of signatures to force a special election
before the November general election. Still, the signatures will have to first be verified by the city
clerk.

“We grew a grassroots movement as fast as we could because of social media,” said Jeremy
Torgerson, a co-leader of the recall effort. He noted other strategies in addition to social media
have assisted them.

Rumblings within the social media storm

The social media craze began last year when Councilman Matt Johnston posted about excess
cash in the utilities funds.

In a Dec. 17 post titled, “FOX 31 NOW COVERING WATER PRICE GOUGING,” the councilman said, “FOX 31 just came by our home
for an interview to discuss the unethical creation of the $70,000,000 water slush fund.”

After other posts in March and May, Johnston wrote on June 28, “Sadly, certain members that voted for these increases [in utilities fees]
over these years now aim to cover it up and stop a forensic audit from taking place!!”

Many of his post titles contained attention-grabbing headlines, which used all caps and bold lettering. Other examples include, “IT IS A
SAD DAY IN BRIGHTON: TIME FOR RECALLS“ and “Brighton good ole boys, GOODBYE. Enough is enough! See you all again on
Tuesday.”

It’s been frustrating for Mayor Ken Kreutzer, who has watched people like Johnston make untrue statements on social media, he said.

“A lot of emotion and a lot of inaccuracies get put out there, and it isn’t a fair playing field to have all sides of an issue really being
discovered,” Kreutzer said.

While there’s a large amount of “unrestricted” funds in the utilities department, the Blade hasn’t found sufficient evidence of a cover-up
or existence of a slush fund.   Regardless, local users have believed and supported Johnston. One of his posts garnered 705
comments, 1,300 likes and 656 shares on Facebook and 272 “thanks” and 401 comments on Nextdoor.

Johnston’s posts weren’t just eye candy, though, considering that others followed suit. They created an initial curiosity into the issue for
Torgerson. After eventually doing his own research, Torgerson came to the conclusion that he needed to help lead the recall effort.
Soon after his decision, Torgerson began his own social media campaign.

On July 3, he posted on Nextdoor, “Time to clean this council out!” That received 25 thanks and 16 comments. Since then, he’s posted
11 times on Nextdoor, amassing a 319 thanks and 243 comments. But Torgerson and others knew they needed something more than
individual pages to communicate a city-wide message.  So, they launched the Facebook page, “Recall Brighton, CO Mayor Ken
Kreutzer.” Since their first post on July 11, the page has posted more than 130 times.

Political movements “magnify their efforts greatly by bringing it to where the people are,” said Torgerson about why they chose social
media as a campaign tool. He noted it was especially helpful because of their limited budget.  

Along with posting frequently, the recall Facebook page has been creative and humorous with its audience engagement. For example,
Torgerson will record himself at petition signing rallies and post it on the Facebook page, as if he were “Vlogging.” There’s also been a
Snoop Dogg meme about Brighton water. In another post, a photo of a city pamphlet about the utilities funds from the city barbecue
was called a “dinner napkin.”

Besides revving fans up, the recall’s Facebook page publicizes 25-plus events for petition signing rallies.  The page also shares posts
on private Facebook groups, like “Eyes on Brighton,” to provoke further conversation.

A tool made a weapon
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In addition to organizing and mobilizing Brighton residents, some are using the social media frenzy as a weapon. In one instance, a
threat was made against the mayor’s life. One user on Nextdoor, in a shocking escalation to a previous post, commented, “This is why
Thomas Jefferson saw fit to give us 2 methods of removing elected officials, he said Either by ballot or by bullet …” The comment has
since been removed, but the Blade obtained a screen shot.

The user commented on a post by Torgerson on Nextdoor about Philip Rodriguez’s open letter to the community after his suspension
and before his dismissal. In the post, Torgerson said, “This is retaliation against a whistleblower. There is no possible explanation…The
mayor must be recalled.” Torgerson said he wasn’t happy to see a “fringe” comment like that on one of his posts, which relieved him
when it was taken down.

A relatively milder exchange on Nextdoor involved users name calling former Councilman Wayne Scott, who defended the city
councilors’ vote to terminate the city manager over personnel reasons. One user commented on Scott’s post, “Wayne I heard you were
a weasel when you were in politics” and someone else said, “Wayne Scott this post just like you is a joke.”

While Scott considers the comments unkind and inaccurate, he isn’t bothered too much. The reasons for his social media activity
supersede any trolling that prevents others from participating on social media.  

“I think we have a fantastic bunch of employees working for the city and I believe that somebody needed to come to their defense,”
Scott said.

 Amanda Griffin, a Brighton resident and active social media user, said the overall behavior from the recall side is, “very attacking,
antagonistic and combative.” On July 18, Griffin posted about accusations against Rodriguez for abusing city manager power when he
was in office.  The “Recall Brighton, CO Mayor Ken Kreutzer” page commented on Griffin’s post.

“…Amanda, Philip Rodriguez is now a private citizen and is a government whistleblower. And he has a very angry lawyer. I would be
very careful libeling him in public now.”

“Pushing back against an argument or presenting a counter argument is not bullying. It is the way we interact. This is the debate class
of the 21st century,” Torgerson said.

At the same time, Torgerson acknowledges that social media, “causes people to not choose their words more wisely.”

Even though more people are using milder language on social media, the more extreme statements have stood out. Griffin also
criticized Johnston for other inappropriate social media behavior, including blocking dissenters from commenting on his official city
government Facebook page. This, Griffin said, violates a constituent’s First Amendment rights and contradicts the ideal of open
discourse. A screen shot from July 29 shows that former Councilwoman Joan Kniss was unable to comment on his posts. Johnston
said he hasn’t blocked people and the reasons some users can’t comment on his public page is because they’ve blocked his personal
page.  

The difficult dance

Social media, in this day and age, is a difficult dance. Aside from a few exceptions, almost anybody can say anything on social media
and be within their First Amendment rights. Kreutzer feels he shouldn’t fight back on social media, though. One reason is that people
can be held liable for what’s said online.

However, the mayor also said he doesn’t go on social media because, “I can’t get away from it as much as it is,” he said, citing
disparaging statements made at him during City Council meetings. He said he’s also received “hate emails.” Instead of believing what’s
said online, Kreutzer would wish people would, “ask me personally.”

Scott, however, says those who disagree with the recall group should be more active on social media.

“That’s the format that’s out there. If you want to engage people, you have to go out and engage them that way. Don’t leave the echo
chamber unanswered,” said Scott.

Torgerson, who usually debates Scott online, made a similar point.

“For the people who don’t do it, I think it’s caught them off guard,” he said.

Looking forward, Torgerson said he and others will continue to debate online.

“We’re not just going to take the pushback,” he said.

At the same time, they’re going to transition from less emotionally driven, “pep rally type posts” to more informative, detailed posts in
advance of a potential special election.

Even with that shift, though, the public shouldn’t expect the Vlogs or memes to disappear anytime soon.

 

Correction: We originally mis-quoted Councilman Matt Johnston's Facebook page and in one post, he provided the figure $70,000,000.
We originally quoted him saying, $70,000. The article now reflects what Johnston originally said.


